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INTRODUCTION

Identification of protein–protein interactions at the struc-

tural level is pivotal to the understanding of protein function.

Experimentally, X-ray crystallography and NMR techniques

are used to determine structures at atomic resolution. Despite

the fast growth in the number of experimentally solved struc-

tures of protein complexes, they are vastly fewer when com-

pared to the available pair-wise interactions coming from

high-throughput techniques. For this reason, computationally

fast and accurate algorithms to model protein complexes are

increasingly needed.1,2 The details of protein interactions pro-

vide crucial information, which allows fuller representation of

the cellular network and the design of therapeutic molecules.

Computationally, structural modeling of protein interac-

tions is performed predominantly in two ways: docking and

knowledge-based prediction (reviewed in Ref. 3). Docking is

the most widely used approach to predict the interactions of a

given pair of unbound protein structures.4–9 Despite the

improvements in blind docking tests,10,11 scoring functions

are not yet optimized and still constitute a major hurdle.12,13

Docking is challenging on large scale because of two main rea-

sons. First and most important reason is that docking will

practically always find ‘‘reasonable’’ solutions with apparent

favorable interactions and shape complementarity. For this

reason, for reliable docking, it is desirable to not only have

experimental information that the pair of proteins interact
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ABSTRACT

The similarity between folding and binding led us to posit

the concept that the number of protein–protein interface

motifs in nature is limited, and interacting protein pairs

can use similar interface architectures repeatedly, even if

their global folds completely vary. Thus, known protein–

protein interface architectures can be used to model the

complexes between two target proteins on the proteome

scale, even if their global structures differ. This powerful

concept is combined with a flexible refinement and global

energy assessment tool. The accuracy of the method is

highly dependent on the structural diversity of the inter-

face architectures in the template dataset. Here, we vali-

date this knowledge-based combinatorial method on the

Docking Benchmark and show that it efficiently finds

high-quality models for benchmark complexes and their

binding regions even in the absence of template interfaces

having sequence similarity to the targets. Compared to

‘‘classical’’ docking, it is computationally faster; as the

number of target proteins increases, the difference

becomes more dramatic. Further, it is able to distinguish

binders from nonbinders. These features allow performing

large-scale network modeling. The results on an independ-

ent target set (proteins in the p53 molecular interaction

map) show that current method can be used to predict

whether a given protein pair interacts. Overall, while con-

strained by the diversity of the template set, this approach

efficiently produces high-quality models of protein–

protein complexes. We expect that with the growing

number of known interface architectures, this type of

knowledge-based methods will be increasingly used by the

broad proteomics community.
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but also some biochemical data related to the location of

the binding site. Second, large-scale docking is computa-

tionally very demanding. Currently, a main advantage of

docking is the refinement of the modeled complexes and

assessment of their energies.

Knowledge-based modeling of protein interactions uses

information related to known structures of protein–pro-

tein complexes to target protein structures whose interac-

tions are unknown. Such a strategy is based on the con-

cept that binding and folding are similar events, and pro-

tein–protein interactions resemble protein cores.14–19

Similar to protein cores, the number of interface motifs

is also limited in nature.14,15,19–21 This type of model-

ing started with the pioneering work of Aloy and Russell

where global structural homology of the templates was

considered in the modeling.22 Several works that use

global sequence or structural similarities have also

appeared (reviewed in Ref. 3). Later, the concept that

binding sites of the proteins are structurally more con-

served than the remaining surface regions23–25 has also

been introduced. Further, it has been shown that unique

interface architectures can be used repeatedly by different

protein pairs independent from their global folds14,26

(reviewed in Ref. 27). These theoretical considerations

and observations motivated the idea that interface archi-

tectures can be utilized instead of global similarity to

infer structural models of protein complexes. The first

approach, based on interface templates, was released by

Aytuna et al.28 (and its webserver by Ogmen et al.29);

there, two complementary parts of the template-interface

architectures served as templates in search for structurally

similar target protein surfaces. This approach handles

both spatially local and implicitly global similarities.

Later, additional similar approaches appeared30,31 with

some differences, such as the size and type of the tem-

plate dataset, and the structural alignment method. A

recent study showed that an interface architecture can

also be used to perform multiple functions,32 which sup-

ports the template-based modeling approaches. Further,

these approaches have been found to be sufficiently accu-

rate for proteome scale studies.33 Another advantage as

compared to docking is that template-based approaches

can predict whether two given proteins interact (or not).

Nonetheless, in all cases, the predicted interactions need

refinements, because all template-based methods consider

only rigid-body structural alignment for docking of the

target proteins. Proteins are not rigid molecules; the orien-

tation of the side chains and the movements of the back-

bone need to be taken into account during or following

the rigid-body alignment.

A multiscale strategy, which combines knowledge-

based structural alignments and docking, can lead to a

powerful method to model the structural proteome.34

The predicted complexes in which the interacting

proteins have surfaces matching experimental interfaces

in a structurally nonredundant template dataset undergo

flexible refinement using a new efficient docking

method.35 The energy assessments make the prediction

more physical and provide a way to score the modeled

complexes. This approach is being released as a protocol

to be used freely community wide.34

In this work, we present the validation of this tem-

plate-based docking method integrated with flexible

refinement (PRISM—prediction of protein interactions

by structural matching) on the Docking Benchmark. As

long as structurally similar template interfaces are avail-

able in the dataset, it efficiently produces the near native

or acceptable protein complex models independent from

the global folds. Further, unlike docking, it can also be

used for prediction of pair-wise protein interactions,

besides modeling binding pose and prediction of binding

site. To show this feature, verification of the predicted

pair-wise interactions on large scale is performed on the

proteins compiled and organized in the p53 molecular

interaction map (MIM).36 This template-based method

is computationally very fast compared to classical dock-

ing on large scale. The running time analysis shows that

its computational effectiveness is getting more obvious

with an increasing number of target proteins.

METHODS

Target dataset

Eighty-eight rigid-body test cases (from 165 protein

chains) in Docking Benchmark 3.037 are used for valida-

tion of the method. The benchmark contains 28 enzyme/

inhibitor, 21 antibody/antigen, and 39 other type of com-

plexes. All possible pairs of the 165 target protein chains

are searched on the templates, and a 165 3 165 interac-

tion matrix is constructed to see, if the method distin-

guishes binders from nonbinders.

To show the pathway-scale performance of the method,

the protein structures available in the MIM36 is used. Sev-

eral proteins do not have complete structures, only frag-

ments. For example, the full-length human DNA excision

protein ERCC1 has 297 residues; however, the available

structures are for residues 96–227 (PDB: 2a1i, chain A)

and 220–297 (1z00, chain A). Both fragments are consid-

ered in the target set. In this pathway, 77 proteins have

structural information but when considering all protein

fragments, the number of chains increases to 112.

Template dataset

Three template sets are used throughout the work.

Only the first and second are used for benchmarking: (i)

An optimal template set for target proteins in the Dock-

ing Benchmark: this set is extracted from the bound

states of the proteins resulting in 88 interfaces, which

contain discontinuous residue subsets of the target pro-

tein chains. Using benchmark templates, we first check if
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the method can find all ‘‘true’’ solutions and no ‘‘false’’

ones with the optimal template set. (ii) A more diverse

template dataset, which is utilized for the validation of

the method on the benchmark proteins: this second tem-

plate set is constructed from a nonredundant interface

dataset composed of 49,512 interfaces structurally

clustered into 8205 different interface architectures. Elim-

inating nonprotein complexes from these 8205 protein

interfaces resulted in 7922 protein–protein interfaces. We

aim to see how many interactions the method predicts

with this unbiased template set for our targets. Also, we

selected heterodimeric protein interfaces (1036 interfaces)

among this dataset to be used for the MIM analysis. (iii)

A template set, composed of the interfaces already avail-

able in the MIM (59 interfaces): this set is used for the

verification of other interactions in MIM.

Here, the interface definition is as follows: the contacts

between two complementary chains are calculated from

the distance between any two atoms each from one

chain. If this distance is less than a threshold, which is

defined as the sum of van der Waals radii of the corre-

sponding atoms plus 0.5 Å, they are considered as con-

tacting residues. The neighbors of the contacting residues

are searched within the same chain and the threshold for

the distance between the Ca atoms is 6 Å. These residues,

called ‘‘nearby residues,’’ are important for a correct

structural alignment of the interface architec-

tures.14,19,26 Hot spots in the template interfaces, that

is, residues contributing more to the binding energy, are

identified using the Hotpoint web server.38

The prediction algorithm

As noted above, this algorithm combines template-based

prediction with flexible refinement. Proteins interact using

their surfaces. Different from other approaches, instead of

considering the overall structure, we extract the surface

residues of the target proteins. This prevents an inaccurate

matching of the templates to the core of the proteins,

especially in proteins with large sizes. Here, we define the

surface as a shell around the protein. The surface residues

are found by calculating the relative accessibilities of the

residues using NACCESS.39 If the relative accessibility,

that is, the ratio of the accessible surface to the maximum

accessibility of that residue in an extended peptide confor-

mation, is more than 15%, these residues are defined as

surface residues. As in the template interfaces, structural

scaffolds on the surfaces are very important for an accurate

matching; thus, nearby residues of surface residues are also

calculated, as described earlier.

Rigid-body alignment

Structural aligment of surface regions requires a

method that can compare discontinuous fragments in a

sequence-order-independent fashion.40,41 MultiProt41 is

appropriate for structural alignment of target surfaces to

template partners. Geometry and residue type (hydro-

phobic, hydrophilic, aromatic, or glycine) are considered

in the structural alignment. Forty percent of the residues

of template chains should geometrically match the target

surfaces to pass to the next step. This threshold is 60%

for template chains containing less than 50 residues. To

get rid of interfaces, which have small contact areas that

could reflect crystal packing effects or spurious match-

ings, at least 15 residues should be matched in both

cases. If there are computational hot spots in the tem-

plate interface, at least one hot spot in each template

partner should correctly match with the target surface.

Hot spot filtering incorporates evolutionary similarity

between the target surface and template interface in addi-

tion to structural similarity.38 The maximal RMSD

allowed in the structural alignment is 2 Å. Thus, while

the alignment is rigid, it can handle movements within

2 Å. Candidate target proteins passing the alignment

threshold are transformed onto the corresponding tem-

plate interface. If the two partners present (more than

five) spatially colliding residues after tranformation, the

match is eliminated. Side-chain clashes are not consid-

ered at this stage.

Flexible refinement

Flexible refinement of the rigid docking solutions

involves resolving steric clashes, especially of side chains,

followed by ranking putative complexes by the global

energy. FiberDock35 is used for flexible refinement,

which considers both side-chain and backbone flexibility.

The side-chain orientations are optimized using a

rotamer library, and the combination of rotamers having

lowest total energy is selected. Side-chain optimization is

restricted to only the clashing residues in the predicted

interface. Up to 20% clashes between side chains are

allowed. Backbone flexibility is modeled using the first

50 normal modes of the corresponding protein. The

quality of the predicted models is assessed using the

calculated global energy value, which is the single score

to rank the models. The lowest global energy value

implies the highest ranking prediction. Other thresholds

for residue match ratio, hot spots matching, and geomet-

rical clashes in the previous steps are used only for filter-

ing the possible interactions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

PRISM effectively finds near native models
and distinguishes the nonbinders from
binders on an optimal template set

At the validation stage, our first aim is to examine

how the method performs on an optimal template set.

As expected, this is the best scenario that the method can
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face, because all the templates are coming from the native

complexes of the target proteins. Although running the

method on templates coming from ‘‘self-hits’’ seems

redundant, it provides important information about the

performance, such as, learning how the structural align-

ment is performed and selecting the optimum parameters

for alignment, because both target surfaces and template

partners are discontinuous sets of residues. This analysis

also provides information on how the method distin-

guishes binders from nonbinders. Here, the aim is to ver-

ify the matching parameters and to show that given a

template set containing similar interfaces, the method

finds near native modes of the protein complexes with

relatively less false positives. Each of the target protein

surfaces is aligned with the partner chains of those 88

interfaces. The method is applied to all possible pairs

(165 3 165), and a matrix of interacting pairs is gener-

ated. At the matching phase, correct binding regions are

found for all 88 protein complexes, except one case,

which is an antibody/antigen complex (Fab N10/Staphy-

lococcal nuclease complex). These correct protein com-

plex models are highly ranked by FiberDock. Besides the

87 complex models, 243 protein complexes are also mod-

eled at the end of this run. If all 165 nodes would inter-

act with each other, there would be 13,530 edges in the

network. Our algorithm gives only 243 extra interactions;

41 of them are modeled as antibody/antigen, 55 as

enzyme and inhibitor/substrate complexes, 74 as one-side

antibody, and the remaining are between other types of

complexes. The network representation of these extra

interactions is illustrated in Figure 1. Most of these arise

from antibodies or antigens. Prediction of antibody/anti-

gen complexes is challenging; many efforts in library con-

struction aimed to understand the binding specificity of

antibodies to antibody.42

As an example for the extra interactions, the modeled

complexes of bovine trypsin are illustrated. In addition

to the soybean trypsin inhibitor (1ba7), our algorithm

predicts that bovine trypsin (1qqu) can interact with

Bowman–Birk inhibitor (1k9b:A), pancreatic secretory

trypsin inhibitor (1hpt), bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibi-

tor (9pti), CMTI-1 squash (1lu0:B) inhibitor, and TDPI

from tick (2uux), which are all trypsin inhibitors.

Although the overall structures and sequences of the

partner proteins are dissimilar, they can bind to the

bovine trypsin on the same surface, and the energy-based

rankings of these interactions are high. In Figure 2, the

partners of the bovine trypsin are superimposed onto

each other to illustrate clearly the structural similarity in

the interface region.

PRISM finds high-quality models for the
proteins in the Docking Benchmark
independent from the global folds of the
template interfaces

We next use an unbiased and more diverse template

dataset containing 7922 protein interfaces, which are

Figure 1
Illustration of the extra interactions predicted by our method on the

benchmark templates (88 interfaces). The 165 protein chains are

categorized into five classes in line with Docking Benchmark

classification. Each node represents one class, and each edge represents

the number of predicted interactions between two classes. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 2
Bovine trypsin (colored white) can interact with several trypsin

inhibitors using the same region and three of these partners are

superimposed to show the structural similarity in their binding sites

only. Although the overall structures of Bowman–Birk inhibitor

(1k9b:A, yellow), bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (9pti, pink), and

TDPI from tick (2uux, cyan) are dissimilar, the binding region to

bovine trypsin is structurally very conserved. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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structurally nonredundant. We eliminated template inter-

faces, if at least one side of these interfaces is similar in

sequence to one of the target proteins.

The comparison with the native complex and the scor-

ing of the quality of the binding mode are performed by

the classical docking scoring parameters, such as lRMSD

(the RMSD between the native and modeled ligands after

superimposition of the receptors), iRMSD (the RMSD

between the native and modeled interfaces), and fnat
(fraction of the native contacts). I-Score, a new metric to

score the quality of docking predictions,43 is also used to

compare the predicted model with the native complex. If

the I-Score is greater than 0.17, the predicted binding

mode is a near native model, and if it is between 0.12

and 0.17, it is an acceptable model. If I-Score is less than

0.12, the predicted model is incorrect. We checked the

distribution of the I-Score versus fnat and I-Score versus

iRMSD values for the modeled complexes by PRISM

(Fig. 3). Here, we performed two distinct PRISM runs.

The former is performed using default thresholds; the

latter is performed by relaxing the hot spot matching

threshold. In the default case, PRISM produces seven

binding modes on average for each target protein pair,

while in the relaxed case, it produces 136 binding modes

on average for each target pair. Therefore, the distribu-

tion in Figure 3(a) is less populated when compared to

Figure 3(b). This distribution shows that fnat and I-Score

are linearly correlated with each other. Further, predicted

complexes having high I-Score have low iRMSD values.

As a result, measuring the quality of the predicted mod-

els using I-Score performs well.

The template dataset is not biased to the native com-

plexes in the Docking Benchmark, but it includes several

self-hits in it. We remove these from the template data-

set. In the default case, for 25 out of 88 targets pairs, at

least one near native conformation is found (I-Score

�0.17); also two more complexes are predicted as ac-

ceptable models (0.12 < I-Score < 0.17). In the relaxed

version, 41 target pairs are modeled as near native

(I-Score � 0.17) after removal of self-hits. In addition,

at least one acceptable model is produced for 25 target

pairs among the remaining ones (0.12 < I-Score <0.17).

To see how our method performs on target proteins, if

we eliminate homologous template chains, we tried

different sequence similarity thresholds between target

proteins and template-interface partners. In Figure 4(a),

Figure 3
Distribution of I-Score versus fnat and iRMSD values based on (a) default parameters and (b) hot spot threshold relaxed parameters. Higher I-Score

implies higher fraction of native contacts. The iRMSD values of high I-Scores fluctuate between 0 and 3. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the total number of near native and acceptable models

predicted by PRISM are illustrated versus the sequence

similarity threshold. In Figure 4(b), the distributions of

the I-Score versus calculated global energies (DGcalc) and

I-Score versus combined matching score (total of 0.6 3
fhotspot 1 0.4 3 fmatch for each matching side of the tem-

plate interface) values for the modeled complexes by

PRISM are shown, where fhotspot is the fraction of

identically matched hot spot residues, and fmatch is the

fraction of the matched residues. Also, predicted protein

complexes having negative energy values are mostly near

native complexes. In addition, predicted protein com-

plexes having a combined matching score greater than

one are mostly near native. The matching scores and

calculated global energies are correlated with each other.

Besides providing a ranking metric as global energy,

flexible refinement solves side-chain clashes in the

interface region, minimizes the overall protein complex;

in this way, produces physically meaningful models.

Later, we will show several examples among the correctly

modeled protein complexes.

The subtilisin (2gkr)/ovomucoid (1scn) complex is

modeled using the template interface between subtilisin/

chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (2sniEI). The sequence similar-

ity between ovomucoid and chymotrypsin inhibitor is

low (only 7%). Although their global folds are dissimilar,

the structural similarity between the binding regions is

very high. The global energy is calculated as 248.57 kcal/

mol for this interaction. To show the similarity between

the binding regions and dissimilarity in the global folds,

chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 is superimposed on ovomucoid,

and the predicted model is illustrated in Figure 5(a). The

iRMSD for this binding mode is 0.65 Å, and the I-Score

is 0.7585. Our method successfully identifies the binding

region on ovomucoid and correctly models the subtilisin/

ovomucoid complex.

The interaction between bovine chymotrypsinogen

(2cga) and pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibitor (1hpt)

is found using the interface region in human leukocyte

elastase/the turkey ovomucoid inhibitor complex

(1ppfEI). The sequence similarity between elastase and

chymotrypsinogen is 32% and between trypsin inhibitor

Figure 4
(a) The change in the total number of near native and acceptable models predicted by PRISM with the default parameters and the hot spot

threshold relaxed parameters versus the sequence similarity elimination thresholds between the target proteins and template-interface partners. At

100% sequence similarity, template interfaces from native complexes in the Docking Benchmark are excluded. (b) The distribution of the I-Score

versus calculated global energies (DGcalc) and I-Score versus combined matching score (total of 0.6 3 fhotspot 1 0.4 3 fmatch for each matching side

of the template interface) values for predicted complexes. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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and ovomucoid inhibitor is 28%. As illustrated in Figure

5(b), the template-interface matches well with target

surfaces and the calculated global energy for this interac-

tion is 251.10 kcal/mol. The iRMSD value for this

binding mode is 1.51 Å, and the I-Score is 0.4918. This

complex is also predicted on the template interface in

rhodniin in complex with thrombin (1tbrHR). The

sequence similarity between thrombin (1tbrH) and chy-

motrypsinogen (2cga) is 35% and between rhodniin and

trypsin inhibitor is 25%. I-Score is 0.304 and shows that

this predicted model is near native. The calculated global

energy is 232.96 kcal/mol. The lRMSD is 2.73 Å, and

the iRMSD is 1.82 Å for this model.

The template interface within idiotope–anti-idiotope

complex (1cicBC) produced a near native model for the

human CD40 ligand (1aly) and the immunoglobulin Fab

fragment (1i9rH) complex. The sequence similarity

between 1cicB and 1i9rH is 67% and between 1cicC and

1aly is 8%. The lRMSD measure is 7.6 Å, and iRMSD is

2.13 Å for this model. The I-Score is 0.329 and 58% of

the native contacts are correctly predicted (fnat 5 0.58).

The calculated global energy is 13.18 kcal/mol.

The matripase (1eax)/trypsin inhibitor (9pti) complex

is modeled on the template interface extracted from

thrombin/trypsin inhibitor (1bthKQ). The metrics for

this model are as follows: I-Score 5 0.745, iRMSD 5
0.58 Å, and fnat 5 0.79. The sequence similarity between

thrombin and matripase is 35%. This complex is also

correctly modeled on the template interfaces within tryp-

sinogen and trypsin inhibitor (2tpiZI, I-Score 5 0.71,

iRMSD 5 0.63 Å, and fnat 5 0.79) and chymotrypsin

and trypsin inhibitor (1t8oAB, I-Score 5 0.64, iRMSD 5
0.85 Å, and fnat 5 0.72). The sequence similarity between

matripase (1eax) and trypsin (2tpiZ) is 38% and between

matripase (1eax) and chymotrypsin (1t8oA) is 33%.

Beta-trypsin and tryptase inhibitor complex is also

modeled on the template from thrombin–trypsin inhibi-

tor complex (1bthKQ). The sequence similarity between

thrombin and beta-trypsin is 36% and between tryptase

inhibitor and trypsin inhibitor is 25%. This model is

identified as near native according to the scoring meas-

ures (lRMSD 5 2.66 Å, iRMSD 5 0.62 Å, I-Score 5
0.62, and fnat 5 0.75). The calculated global energy for

this model is 237.67 kcal/mol.

Although there is no sequence similarity, a high-quality

model of the ribonuclease (1rghA)/barstar (1a19) complex

is obtained on the template interface of catalytic antibody

4B2 complex (1f3dHJ), where the I-Score is 0.282, and the

iRMSD is 1.41 Å. In Figure 6, the predicted complex is

superimposed onto the native complex. The fraction of the

native contacts in the modeled complex is found to

be 0.50. The calculated global energy for this model is

218.25 kcal/mol. As shown in the figure, while the binding

region is highly overlapping with the native complex, the

predicted orientation is shifted 10.27 Å, when we compare

overall structures of the ligand proteins.

Overall, the validation results show that even if we

eliminate interfaces having more than 50% sequence simi-

larity from the template set, the method still provides both

near native and acceptable models (17 out of 88 with

default thresholds and 61 out of 88 with hot spot threshold

relaxed case) using this method independent from the

sequence similarity and global folds of the corresponding

template interfaces. The flexible refinement of these mod-

eled protein complexes makes these models physically

more meaningful. We considered only rigid-body cases in

Figure 5
(a) The subtilisin (2gkr, white)/ovomucoid (1scn, cyan) complex is modeled on the template subtilisin/chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (2sniEI).

Chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (pink) is superimposed on ovomucoid to show the structural similarity in the interface region between target and

template chains. (b) The interaction between bovine chymotrypsinogen (2cga, pink) and pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibitor (1hpt, white) is

modeled on the interface region of human leukocyte elastase/the turkey ovomucoid inhibitor complex. Template interface (1ppfEI) is colored cyan

and green to show the structural matching between target surfaces and template partners.
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Docking Benchmark 3.0 during validation, because the

first stage of this template-based method is rigid-body

alignment. Therefore, if a target monomer changes its con-

formation substantially in the binding region, when it

binds to its partner proteins (called difficult cases), it is

hard to handle this conformational change in the rigid-

body alignment stage. The PRISM results on difficult cases

are consistent with this statement, with only two near

native and two acceptable complexes that are modeled out

of the 17 difficult cases in Docking Benchmark 3.0. As a

future direction, we are working on integrating flexible

aligment into the first stage instead of rigid-body align-

ment. Another option is collecting all the conformations of

the templates available in the PDB and using them to han-

dle conformational changes between the unbound and

bound states of the target proteins.

Template-based modeling of protein
complexes is computationally faster than
‘‘classical’’ docking

When modeling the interactions between target pro-

teins, most of the time is spent on rigid-body structural

alignment and flexible refinement of the filtered com-

plexes. Here, we show the running time differences

between rigid-body alignment and rigid-body docking as

a function of the number of target proteins in the target

dataset (N). Because the surface of the target protein and

the interface of the template partners are only subsets of

their corresponding protein structures, their alignment is

faster than the alignment of two complete proteins. On

average, rigid-body structural alignment of a target sur-

face and a template-interface chain takes 1 s. To compare

the first part of this approach with rigid-body docking

algorithms, we selected PatchDock,44 which performs

docking in less than 10 min on average on a single proc-

essor. In the running time analysis, we assume that the

template set is composed of 7922 interfaces. Also, each

target to template partner alignment is assumed to be per-

formed in 1 s as measured earlier, and each docking run

for a protein pair is assumed to be performed in 10 min.

Docking must be performed for all pairs of proteins

separately; so for N target proteins, N 3 (N 2 1)/2

docking runs are needed. In total, docking for N targets

takes 10 min 3 N 3 (N 2 1)/2, which is O(N2). On the

other hand, during structural matching, one target sur-

face is compared to one side of a template interface only

once. In total, structural matching takes 1s 3 2 3 1036

3 N for 1036 templates and 1s 3 2 3 7922 3 N for

7922 templates; that is, it increases linearly with increas-

ing number of targets, O(N). The rigid-body alignment

part already defeats the docking in computational time.

Also, the total running time of the flexible refinement

part is dependent on the number of output solutions,

and the increase is again linear. Thus, even if we add the

time spent for flexible refinement, the difference is still

very large. Figure 7(a) illustrates a comparison of run-

ning times as a function of target dataset size. As shown

in this figure, for a small set of target proteins, both

methods perform the docking in a rather equal time

frame. However, at large scale, it changes, and the knowl-

edge-based method dramatically decreases the solution

space as a result the running times. As the size of the tar-

get dataset enlarges, the difference between running times

gets larger. Here, we show the time comparison for up to

165 target proteins in the Docking Benchmark. For a

larger set, the difference gets more dramatic. Also, the

running time of our method is a function of the tem-

plate dataset size in addition to that of the target dataset.

In Figure 7(b), the running time of the docking for

165 targets is compared to our template-based method.

The figure shows that if the template dataset size would

be composed of 25,000 interfaces, the running times of

both methods would be the same, which is larger than

the current template sets.14,19,21,26–28

Our method is restricted by the diversity of the

interface architectures. Although the number of distinct

interface architectures increases exponentially, not all

interface types have been discovered till date. As in all

template-based methods (such as homology modeling,

motif finding-based predictions, and threading), the per-

formance of the method mainly depends on the quality

of the template dataset. The contribution of the parame-

ters used during prediction loses its importance, when an

optimal template set is used. Overall, the running time

Figure 6
The barnase–barstar complex predicted from the template interface

between catalytic antibody4B2 complex. The cyan colored structure is

barnase. The yellow-colored structure is predicted orientation of the

barstar and transparent red-colored one is the native orientation of the

barstar. The lRSMD value shows that the predicted partner is 10 Å

shifted from the native structure. Fifty percent of the contacts between

barnase/barstar are correctly found and the RMSD between the interface

of predicted and native barstar/barnase complex is 1.41 Å. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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analysis shows the clear advantage of this method in

docking on a large scale. With the continuous growth of

the PDB, knowledge-based methods will get more attrac-

tive for the community, especially because of their fast

running times; further, the reliability of using known

motifs from nature will permit their application to pro-

teins, which a priori are not known to interact.

PRISM is a possible tool for prediction
of binding partners of proteins:
a pathway-scale case study on p53 MIM

As above mentioned, we proposed the predominance

of this method over classical docking making it a possible

tool for the prediction of whether any two proteins inter-

act. Therefore, following validation, the next step is veri-

fication of the pair-wise interactions. For this purpose,

we apply our multiscale combinatorial docking algorithm

to the proteins available in the human MIM.36 Addi-

tional interactions from other databases such as DIP,45

MINT,46 BIND,47 and IntAct48 enrich this map. Overall,

328 interactions between 104 proteins are found from

MIM and interaction databases. Among them, only for

25 interactions the structures of the complexes are avail-

able in the PDB. At this point, our method intervenes to

complete the lacking network components. Using the

template interfaces in MIM with a default matching

threshold, 108 interactions between 49 proteins are

obtained, and 30 of these 108 are known experimentally

(without complex structures). We also searched the

STRING49 database, which gives known and predicted

interactions along with a confidence score. Here, all

active prediction methods (neighborhood, coexpression,

gene fusion, co-occurence, coexpression, experiments,

databases, homology, and text mining) are used to obtain

the confidence score. In this way, 34 interactions

are found in STRING, besides those 30 interactions

(Table I). In this network, transcription factors such as

Figure 7
Comparison of running times of our template-based method with

classical docking (using PatchDock) on the Docking Benchmark. (a)

Running times are plotted as a function of the number of target chains

in Docking Benchmark. The analysis is performed on two template

datasets (composed of 1036 and 7922 interfaces). (b) Running time of

our template-based method is plotted as a function of the number of

template interfaces for 165 target chains in Docking Benchmark. If

there were around 25,000 template interfaces, two methods would have

the same running times for 165 target proteins. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table I
The Number of Predicted Interactions and Verification on the Experimental Data

Template dataset
No. of predicted
interactionsa

No. of verified
interactionsb

No. of further
interactionsc

Total no. of verified
interactions

Defaultd

P53 templates (default) 108 (49) 30 34 64
1036 templates 53 (38) 18 17 35
Total 114 (50) 31 37 68

Relaxede

p53 templates 396 (68) 52 105 157
1036 templates 721 (71) 67 177 244
Total 870 (71) 83 222 305

aNumbers in parantheses represent the number of proteins; that is, 108 interactions between 49 proteins.
bExperimental interaction data for verification are obtained from the human molecular interaction map, DIP, MINT, BIND, and IntAct.
cFor further evidence for the predicted interactions, we used the STR_ING49 search tool where we considered all active prediction methods (neighborhood, coexpression,

gene fusion, co-occurence, experiments, databases, homology, and text mining) with medium confidence threshold (0.4).
dThe default structural matching thresholds are as follows: 40% of the residues of template chains should geometrically match the target surfaces to pass to the next

step. This threshold is 60% for template chains containing less than 50 residues.
eIn the relaxed case, default matching thresholds are reduced by 10% where new thresholds are 30 and 50%.
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E2F1-2-3, Max, Myc, Jun, and Fos interconnect via mul-

tiple interactions. As expected, there is also a large num-

ber of interactions between cyclins and kinases. The tem-

plate set containing 1036 interfaces gives just 53 interac-

tions between 38 proteins with default thresholds, of

which 18 interactions have experimental evidence and 17

more are verified in STRING49 (35 verified interactions

in total). When the matching thresholds are relaxed by

10% (with new thresholds being 30 and 50%, respec-

tively), the template set in the MIM gives 396 putative

protein complexes between 68 protein chains of which a

total of 157 interactions are verified by interaction data-

bases. Using the relaxed matching thresholds, 721 inter-

actions between 71 proteins are found from the 1036

template interfaces of which a total of 244 interactions

are verified (Table I). The results show that using strict

matching thresholds not only give more reliable predic-

tions but also miss true positives. When thresholds are

relaxed, the true positive rate increases; however, false

positives also increase.

CONCLUSIONS

Here, we presented the validation of a combinatorial

approach to effectively model the 3D structures of pro-

tein complexes and the verification of the predicted pair-

wise interactions on a pathway scale. This approach relies

on the expectation that the number of protein–protein

interface architectures in nature is limited; thus, extrapo-

lation of the known architecture space to target protein

surfaces may help to identify protein interactions. This

knowledge-based approach is made more physical by

combining it with flexible refinement of the solutions

and energy assessments to rank them. The docking

performance of the method is examined on the Docking

Benchmark proteins. The validation results show that if a

structurally similar interface is available in the template

dataset, the method can find the binding surface accu-

rately and efficiently. After self hits are eliminated from

the template dataset, the method produces near native

models for 25 complexes and acceptable models for two

complexes out of 88 with default matching thresholds.

When the hot spot matching threshold is relaxed, this

number increases to 41 near native models and 25

acceptable models; however, the number of false positive

models increases. Even if the sequence similarity between

template interfaces and target proteins are decreased dra-

matically, the method still finds near native and accepta-

ble models (17 out of 88 with default thresholds, 61 out

of 88 with the hot spot threshold relaxed case). The case

studies provide a detailed view how the method predicts

accurate models. For example, the ribonuclease/barstar

complex is modeled on a catalytic antibody 4B2 homo-

dimer. Although the overall folds and sequences of these

two complexes are dissimilar, both contain structurally

similar interface architectures. Also, an accurate model

for a protein complex can be found from multiple

template interfaces. For instance, the matripase/trypsin

inhibitor is modeled on the template interfaces extracted

from the thrombin/trypsin inhibitor complex, trypsino-

gen/trypsin inhibitor complex, and chymotrypsin/trypsin

inhibitor complex.

In the validation, we used only rigid cases in the

benchmark. As a limitation of our current method, it

does not perform well on difficult cases. Because the first

phase of this algorithm is rigid-body alignment, it is

hard to handle conformational changes in the protein

from the bound to the unbound states, if the conforma-

tional change is in the binding region. As a future direc-

tion, we are working on integrating flexible aligment into

the first phase of the method instead of rigid-body align-

ment and also integrating experimentally known multiple

conformations of template interfaces in the PDB. An

additional key feature of this strategy is that the method

effectively distinguishes the nonbinders from binders.

The verification of the predicted interactions on an inde-

pendent protein set (obtained from MIM) shows that

this method can be used to predict whether two proteins

interact, in addition to the 3D modeling of the protein

complexes. Comparison of the running times with

docking illustrates that the template-based approach is

dramatically faster than docking. The limitation of this

template-based flexible docking approach is the diversity

of the template dataset. Currently, most of the available

high-resolution structures are of monomers, and the

number of experimentally determined different interface

architectures is still limited. However, the projected fast

growth in the number of experimentally determined

protein complexes in the near future will lead to an

increasing number of different interface architectures,

which we expect to result in an increased use of such fast

and reliable approaches by the community.
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